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Artificial Intelligence integration in process and quality control in industry 

By Alessandro Liani, R&D Manager, Video Systems Srl 

Some questions for you 
• How do you think AI will change your organization? 

• How many Artificial Intelligence solutions are present in your process today? 

• Have you considered the benefits of using advanced AI to improve standard Artificial Vision solutions? 

Artificial Intelligence on manufacturing industry survey 
Artificial intelligence (AI) is intelligence demonstrated by machines, unlike the natural intelligence displayed by humans 

and animals. Leading AI textbooks define the field as the study of "intelligent agents": any device that perceives its 

environment and takes actions to perform changes within its environment based on reasoning, perception, and 

learning.[1] 

Thanks to the introduction of artificial intelligence, the manufacturing sector is experiencing a rapid and important 

period of renewal. This technology is one of the elements of the new Industry 4.0 industrial revolution, which enables 

the solution of tasks that were previously unthinkable for automated systems and delegated to human operators. 

In particular, process control and product quality control are the areas where the artificial intelligence contributes 

significantly to the improvement of productivity in manufacturing lines, while another area of application of this 

technology is linked to business intelligence tasks. 

Today on production plants thanks to AI tools, it is possible to have a new vision of the production process by integrating 

systems of: 

• Predictive maintenance 

• Prediction of production and product quality 

• Access to quality control tasks that were previously unmanageable 

• Upgrade AV solutions with new capabilities 

In these areas, the technological leap forward is related to AI that makes it possible to relieve operators of tiring and 

alienating tasks, jobs which, according to national and European statistics, represent one of the main sources of 

occupational diseases, an example being Italian INAIL statistics for the last 5 years.[2] 

Artificial Intelligence solutions market 
Artificial Intelligence market has been growing over the last 

decades, benefiting from the fact that technology and 

computing power enable increasingly complex tasks to be 

solved with each passing year.  

Today AI market is worth about 20$ billion worldwide and is 

estimated to grow at about 72$ billion in 2025[3]. 

AI market is composed by hardware producers, software 

producers, system integrators and data analysis companies.  

Artificial Intelligence applied in product quality control tasks 
In manufacturing production plants in the last 10 years AI has begun to automate many process and product quality 

tasks previously delegated to operators, thanks to a rapid growth in hardware technology such as GPUs and very 

impressive investments in the development of new Artificial Intelligence algorithms: as a result, today AI represents 

one of the more enabling technologies in Industry 4.0 paradigm. AI is applied in production lines for product quality 

control and together with other technologies like machine vision, robotics and Big Data solves a lot of quality control 

tasks that were strictly bound to operator supervision. Today, AI permits to reduce configuration time of automatic 



quality control systems and to adapt machine vision applications more robustly to environment condition changes 

compared to more rigid traditional solutions. Thank to this technology many stressing control processes are delegated 

to automatic systems, so achieving a high repeatability which is a key feature of Zero-Defect Paradigm. 

In manufacturing market and, more in general, in 

all production markets including food and 

agriculture, many AI-based solutions are 

developed to automate different tasks like robot-

arm guidance tasks, automatic product picking, 

quality control of complex shaped objects. 

Recent AI and machine vision solutions are able 

to solve many tasks in autonomous way. 

In Industry 4.0 paradigm AI solutions are not only 

relegated to quality control tasks but are also 

used for process control through KPI assessment 

(not only quality result) or for prediction of 

process quality outputs. 

AI applied on machine vision opens new frontiers on the capability of automatic systems, thanks to robust solutions for 

image classification, image clustering and object recognition. 

What will ZDMP achieve 

The ZDMP platform makes significant use of AI technologies and provides the user and developer with powerful tools 

for AI integration into final applications. 

The modules for product quality control have advanced image classification and clustering systems for the automatic 

search of defects or automatic objects recognition within an image. The process control portfolio also has AI-based 

analytics tools. ZDMP platform thanks to several general-purpose components allows the integration of AI techniques 

for the zApps. 

These components are: 

• Non-Destructive Inspection based on Machine Vision modules 

• Prediction and Optimisation Designer and Runtime 

• AI & Analytics Designer and Runtime 

• Product Assurance Runtime 

The zApps developer will be able to design also complex AI-based applications supported by the rich portfolio available 

on the platform itself. In case of tailored needs the new capabilities of the base components can be expanded through 

developing of new modules, or, to a greater extent, even new components providing new functionalities for the 

platform. 

ZDMP Links 
• Architecture Component(s) AI & Analytics Designer/Runtime, Prediction & Optimization 

Designer/Runtime, Process Quality Assurance, Non-Destructive Inspection, 
Product Quality Assurance Prediction/Supervision 

• Work Package WP7, WP8 

• Tasks T5.6, T7.1, T7.2, T7.3, T7.4, T8.1, T8.2, T8.3, T8.4 
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